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Showcasing methodological rigour and state-of-the-art methods as hallmarks of modern international business (IB)
research, this book offers a collection of the most relevant and highly cited research methods articles from the Journal of
International Business Studies (JIBS). Each piece is accompanied by a new Commentary written by experts in the field;
some also include Further Reflections by the original authors. Encompassing both qualitative and quantitative
approaches, this comprehensive volume explores research design, testing and reporting, as well as specific
methodological issues such as endogeneity, common method variance, and theorising from case studies. With
recommendations for best practices relating to interaction effects, hypothesis testing, and replicability, this book is a
unique and up-to-date reference source on the latest research methods and practices in international business. The book
will also be essential reading for those studying any sub-discipline of IB research, including international economics,
entrepreneurship, finance, management and marketing.
This edited collection examines the changing contours of Korean management and business, presenting recent scholarly
research into this important Asian economic player. As one of the original ‘Little Dragon’ or ‘Tiger’ economies, South
Korea has grown and prospered since the early years of the 1960s, and is now home to several major word-class
multinational companies, such as Hyundai and LG, Samsung. In turn, it has developed a distinctive style of management,
which derives from a shared Asian heritage but is nonetheless unique to South Korea. The collection covers a variety of
themes, topics and issues from a range of perspectives and fields in management and business studies. This book was
originally published as a special issue of Asia Pacific Business Review.
Comprehensive coverage of the 2009 syllabus at SL and HL in one user-friendly guide. Written by an experienced IB
teacher and including all the options, this focused approach helps learners hone understanding and strengthen exam
potential. Exactly mapped to the syllabus, it enables learners to confidently tackle assessment.
An updated edition of a bestselling text that provides readers with a clear and comprehensive overview of methods for
conducting management and business research.
Drawing on postcolonial theory this text offers a critique of international management. It argues that such disciplines are
Western discourses and exhibit historical and current resonances with the vicissitudes of the so called 'colonial project'.
The book explores alternative approaches to the question of the 'other' in late global capitalism.
Written by experienced IB teachers to comprehensively cover the 2009 syllabus, this stretching approach drives strategic
thinking. With an international focus spurring debate on entrepreneurial issues, it seamlessly integrates the learner profile
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and best captures the IB philosophy. Assessment support is integrated for the strongest results.
Ensure full coverage of the Business Management syllabus with this guide that encompasses inquiry-based, conceptuallyfocused teaching and learning, written by highly experienced business course book authors. - Explore business
management through the four key concepts in the new course: change, creativity, ethics and sustainability and their
interrelationships with each other, covering all five syllabus units: Business management; Human resource management;
Finance and accounts; Marketing and Operations management. - Delve into business theories using case studies and
real-world examples which allow students to create their own questions and formulate their own solutions to problems or
issues facing organisations, with an appreciation of differing viewpoints. - Brand new business management toolkit
feature highlights the essential tools that are integrated in the course, with links to TOK and top tips to foster the
attributes of the IB Learner profile. - Prepare for assessment with worked examples, practice questions and hints to help
avoid common mistakes.
Completely updated, with a new approach to most comprehensively cover the new 2014 syllabus, this print and online
Course Book Pack includes a focus on the new concept-based learning requirement. Every topic is covered in depth,
plus full assessment support drives high achievement and TOK links aligns learning to the IB ethos. - The most
comprehensive coverage of the new 2014 syllabus, written by experienced IB teachers and workshop leaders Completely overhauled to most comprehensively build the in-depth subject knowledge learners need for success - Fully
embed the new concept-based learning requirement, addressing all of the key concepts that underpin the new syllabus
including change, globalization and culture - Keep learning fresh and develop truly outward-looking learners via relevant
case studies and a strong international focus - Rigorously prepare learners for assessment, with the only assessment
support directly from the IBdriving high achievement - Thoroughly embrace the IB approach, with a strong focus on TOK,
the learner profile - Fully comprehensive and directly supporting Study Guide cements all the key theory, for the best
performance in assessment - Chapter on the updated intenal assessment supports best practice - Multiplatform access,
compatible with PCs, Macs, iPads, tablets and more - Includes one print course book and one online course book - The
license expires on 31st December 2022
The book details many management courses available in India for students at the diploma, graduate and post-graduate level. It provides
relevant information regarding courses, duration, institutions and other necessary guidelines.
This six-volume handbook covers the latest practice in technical and vocational education and training (TVET). It presents TVET models from
all over the world, reflections on the best and most innovative practice, and dozens of telling case studies. The handbook presents the work
of established as well as the most promising young researchers and features unrivalled coverage of developments in research, policy and
practice in TVET.
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This expanded second edition of a classic career guide offers fascinating insight into the publishing environment for the management
discipline, drawing on a wealth of knowledge and experiences from leading scholars and top-level journal editors. Responding to the
continuing emphasis on publishing in the top journals, this revised, updated and extended guide offers invaluable tips and advice for anyone
looking to publish their work in these publications.
IB Prepared resources are developed directly with the IB to provide the most up-to-date, authentic and authoritative guidance on DP
assessment. IB Prepared: Business Management combines a concise review of course content with strategic guidance, past paper material
and exam-style practice opportunities, allowing learners to consolidate the knowledge and skills that are essential to success.
????
This insightful Research Agenda provides reflections on the state of the international business and management discipline and also highlights
important future topics for research, as well as sharing a range of thought-provoking ideas on key subjects from externalization theory to
emerging market economies to societal crises and modern slavery.
This exam preparation guide provides extra support for students studying for their Business Management for the IB Diploma examination, for
first teaching in 2014. Case studies and structured questions provide opportunities to practise and assess progress, which helps to build
students' confidence. In addition, a focus on numeracy skills gives extra support with this particular aspect of the course. The resource
encourages students to think critically and strategically about organisational behaviour. Answers to the exam preparation guide questions are
online.
For the students and teachers of Business Management in IB Diploma, Guide To 7 Points would simplify the nuances of the highly dynamic
task of Internal Assessment. Much of the intricacies that the Research Report and the Commentary involve will now be handy through a stepby-step approach, through the chapters. The students would get a head start for self-guided planning. The external intervention required in
the research process will be reduced. The teachers would find it befitting to guide the students. When you've read this book, you will
understand: ? How and where to start the Research Project/Commentary from ? The demands of the key Assessment Criteria ? How to ace
every criterion-the easy way ? The Do's and Don'ts that matter to reach the highest mark bands ? The major recommendations from the IB IA
moderators to follow

Reinforce and improve your students mathematical skills for the compulsory quantitative questions with this write-in workbook,
including actual questions from past papers. - Aid understanding of the syllabus requirements with questions presented in context
of their topics, allowing students to better understand what the question is asking of them and what mathematical calculations they
need to use. - Provide plenty of opportunities to practice quantitative skills, techniques, methods and questions with exam-style
questions and past-paper exam questions. - Enable exam success with tips and useful examiner hints. - Answers available at the
back of the book.
Designed for class use and independent study, this coursebook is tailored to the thematic requirements and assessment
objectives of the IB syllabus. It features the following topics: business organisation and environment; human resources; accounts
and finance; marketing; operations management; and business strategy.
A volume that concentrates on the substantive gaps in the IB/IM field and addresses whether these gaps are resolvable with the
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theoretical and methodological toolkit.
Completely updated by a Business and Management workshop leader to accurately match the new 2014 syllabus, this new edition
includes a special focus on the new concept-based learning requirement. Every topic is comprehensively covered, plus full
assessment support drives high achievement and TOK links ensure learning aligns to the IB philosophy.
Written by experienced IB teachers and workshop leaders, this fully updated edition offers unrivalled coverage of the new 2014
syllabus. With the most comprehensive coverage of all the SL and HL topics, a special focus on concept-based learning helps you
fully embed this new requirement - all the essential concepts are integrated at every stage, including change, culture and
globalization. The only DP Business and Management text developed with the IB, rigorous exam support gives unrivalled insight
into IB assessment and drives high achievement. Thoroughly matched to the IB philosophy and encouraging a truly outwardlooking approach, case studies and TOK connections ensure a firm understanding of today's increasingly international business
environment. ·The most comprehensive coverage of the new 2014 syllabus, written by experienced IB teachers and workshop
leaders ·Completely overhauled to comprehensively build the in-depth subject knowledge learners need for success ·Fully embed
the new concept-b
Offering an unparalleled level of assessment support, IB Prepared: Business Management has been developed directly with the IB
to provide the most up-to-date, authentic and authoritative guidance on DP assessment.
A comprehensive second edition of Business Management for the IB Diploma, revised for first teaching in 2014. Designed for
class use and independent study, this Coursebook is tailored to the thematic requirements and assessment objectives of the IB
syllabus. It includes learning objectives and summaries; integrated Theory of Knowledge material; text in clear sections, following
the IB syllabus structure and content specifications; clear, accessible English for students whose first language is not English;
exam-style practice questions and a chapter on assessment and exam techniques. Written by two practising Business and
Management teachers, Peter Stimpson and Alex Smith, it features the following topics: Business organisation and environment;
Human resource management; Finance and accounts; Marketing; Operations management.
This Study and Revision Guide will ensure you approach your exams feeling confident and prepared through the help of accurate
and accessible notes, examiner advice, and exam-style questions on each key topic. - Practise and check your understanding on
a range of Exam Practice questions - Be aware of the essential points with key terms and facts for each topic - Discover what you
need to achieve certain grades with advice and tips, including common mistakes to avoid. Answers are free online at:
www.hoddereducation.com/IBextras

The International Baccalaureate (IB) is a respected qualification gaining increasing currency around the world, and which
has been adopted by a wide variety of schools, both public and private. In the UK, growing dissatisfaction with the A-level
system has led to an intense debate about alternative qualifications, and in many schools IB courses have been
introduced alongside conventional A-level courses. This practical introduction to the IB takes a balanced look at the pros
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and cons and features a wealth of advice from those actually involved in teaching and implementing it in schools.
Providing comparative material on how IB courses differ from A-levels and a subject-by-subject account of best practice
in teaching the IB, this book offers a rich source of practical advice for teachers, school leaders or managers involved in
teaching or implementing the IB programmes.
***Includes Practice Test Questions*** IB Business and Management (SL and HL) Examination Secrets helps you ace
the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme, without weeks and months of endless studying. Our
comprehensive IB Business and Management (SL and HL) Examination Secrets study guide is written by our exam
experts, who painstakingly researched every topic and concept that you need to know to ace your test. Our original
research reveals specific weaknesses that you can exploit to increase your exam score more than you've ever imagined.
IB Business and Management (SL and HL) Examination Secrets includes: The 5 Secret Keys to IB Test Success: Time is
Your Greatest Enemy, Guessing is Not Guesswork, Practice Smarter, Not Harder, Prepare, Don't Procrastinate, Test
Yourself; A comprehensive General Strategy review including: Make Predictions, Answer the Question, Benchmark, Valid
Information, Avoid Fact Traps, Milk the Question, The Trap of Familiarity, Eliminate Answers, Tough Questions,
Brainstorm, Read Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes, Hedge Phrases, Switchback Words, New Information, Time
Management, Contextual Clues, Don't Panic, Pace Yourself, Answer Selection, Check Your Work, Beware of Directly
Quoted Answers, Slang, Extreme Statements, Answer Choice Families; Along with a complete, in-depth study guide for
your specific IB test, and much more...
Tracing the treatment of language in international business as represented in the Journal of International Business
Studies, this seminal collection critically explores the conceptualizations of language that have been adopted or ignored
by international business scholars over the years and showcases nine articles that have played an important role in
establishing and advancing the field. In today’s increasingly globalized context of business, significantly richer theories
from interdisciplinary perspectives are needed to explain the complexity of the interplay between multiple facets of
language and how they affect day-to-day operations. With insights from linguistics, psychology and organizational theory,
Language in International Business provides an assessment of scholarly efforts to uncover the profound impact that
language has on global business today and proposes some important ways in which this nascent field of language in
international business may be further advanced. Chapter 9 is licensed under a Creative Commons Attributtion
NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License. The Journal of International Business Studies (JIBS) is an official
publication of the Academy of International Business and is the top-ranked journal in the field of international business.
The goal of JIBS is to publish insightful, innovative and impactful research on international business. JIBS is
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multidisciplinary in scope and interdisciplinary in content and methodology. For more information, visit www.jibs.net. The
Academy of International Business (AIB) is the leading association of scholars and specialists in the field of international
business. A global community of scholars and researchers for the creation and dissemination of knowledge about
international business and policy issues, the AIB transcends the boundaries of single academic disciplines and
managerial functions to enhance business education and practice. For more information, visit aib.msu.edu
Completely updated, with a new approach to most comprehensively cover the new 2014 syllabus, this Online Course
Book includes a focus on the new concept-based learning requirement. Every topic is covered in depth, plus full
assessment support drives high achievement and TOK links aligns learning to the IB philosophy.
Part of our popular IB Study Guide series, this book supports Diploma Programme students in the 2009 Business and
Management syllabus.
The Apple & the iPhone Case Study is a excellent resource to capture the interest of students and comprehensively
cover all four key business functions: operations, marketing, finance and human resource management. Over 100 pages
in full colour, providing an in-depth case study on Apple's leading product, the iPhone. The Apple & the iPhone Case
Study is a major supplementary text for HSC Business Studies and IB Business Management.
The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Business and Management Research Methods provides a state-of–the-art overview
of qualitative research methods in the business and management field. The Handbook celebrates the diversity of the field
by drawing from a wide range of traditions and by bringing together a number of leading international researchers
engaged in studying a variety of topics through multiple qualitative methods. The chapters address the philosophical
underpinnings of particular approaches to research, contemporary illustrations, references, and practical guidelines for
their use. The two volumes therefore provide a useful resource for Ph.D. students and early career researchers
interested in developing and expanding their knowledge and practice of qualitative research. In covering established and
emerging methods, it also provides an invaluable source of information for faculty teaching qualitative research methods.
The contents of the Handbook are arranged into two volumes covering seven key themes: Volume One: History and
Tradition Part One: Influential Traditions: underpinning qualitative research: positivism, interpretivism, pragmatism,
constructionism, critical, poststructuralism, hermeneutics, postcolonialism, critical realism, mixed methods, grounded
theory, feminist and indigenous approaches. Part Two: Research Designs: ethnography, field research, action research,
case studies, process and practice methodologies. Part Three: The Researcher: positionality, reflexivity, ethics, gender
and intersectionality, writing from the body, and achieving critical distance. Part Four: Challenges: research design,
access and departure, choosing participants, research across boundaries, writing for different audiences, ethics in
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international research, digital ethics, and publishing qualitative research. Volume Two: Methods and Challenges Part
One: Contemporary methods: interviews, archival analysis, autoethnography, rhetoric, historical, stories and narratives,
discourse analysis, group methods, sociomateriality, fiction, metaphors, dramaturgy, diary, shadowing and thematic
analysis. Part Two: Visual methods: photographs, drawing, video, web images, semiotics and symbols, collages,
documentaries. Part Three: Methodological developments: aesthetics and smell, fuzzy set comparative analysis, sewing
quilts, netnography, ethnomusicality, software, ANTI-history, emotion, and pattern matching.
An ideal reference guide to introducing the IB Diploma in your school.
Solidify all the key concepts for the new 2014 syllabus. This fully comprehensive Study Guide helps learners focus on crucial
concepts, reinforcing all the essential theory. Breaking down complex ideas into clear, manageable models, it provides a
supportive framework for developing higher level comprehension. Fully supporting the new concept-based learning approach,
detailed assessment support is integrated to help progress learners to higher attainment levels. About the series: Reinforce
student understanding of all the crucial subject material. Fully comprehensive and matched to the most recent syllabuses, these
resources provide focused review of all important concepts, tangibly strengthening assessment potential.
Multinational Corporations are meeting new challenges by focusing on core activities, value chain disaggregation, relocation of
activities to emerging markets, industry consolidation, technological change, and market volatility. In this volume we scrutinize
different models to examine how MNCs can cope and orchestrate a global network organization.
Business ManagementHodder Education
This important and original book places the case study in international business research in its historical context, critically
evaluates current case study practices in the field and proposes a more pluralistic future for case research within international
business and international management research. While the case study is the most popular qualitative research strategy in the
field, only a narrow selection of possible approaches is currently used. IB and IM researchers typically rely on a case study
approach that could be characterized as 'qualitative positivism'. The editors and contributors look beyond this disciplinary
convention and encourage greater pluralism in IB and IM case research. Their key argument is that increased awareness of
prevailing disciplinary conventions - and their limitations - increases the potential for methodological innovation and versatility in
case research. The contributions provide critical, novel and innovative perspectives on the case study in IB and IM research. The
book offers inspiration to case authors and an authoritative methodological reference for those publishing and reviewing case
research. It will also be highly regarded by postgraduate and doctoral students in IB and IM as well as both qualitative and
quantitative researchers in the field.
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